Stone Age Hooligans - White
Paper
Welcome to the Stone Age
The Stone Age Hooligans is an OG Cardano NFT project managed 100% by the
Community.
After mistakes were made by the previous development team, the project was
handed over to the community. A new roadmap has been developed to fix the
mistakes and to plan for an exciting future for Hooligans investors.
As a member of the Stone Age Hooligans community, you will have access to all the
features of the roadmap that have been released and all of the rewards that are
currently being developed. Holders will benefit from a portion of royalties earned
from secondary market sales, as well as the development of a DAO and the staking
of Hooligan pairs and families in order to earn passive income. If you’re holding an
OG Hooligan NFT you can take advantage of these rewards.

Background
The Stone Age Hooligans are a family of 5000 traveling forward through time.
They’re originally from 5000 BC, but they were minted on the Cardano Blockchain
back in October 2021.
With a huge community of +10k discord users and +6k Twitter followers, The
Hooligans sold out in 5 minutes and a large portion of the community was not able to
mint.
Soon after mint, the community was subject to extreme fud when it became known
that the Hooligans art contained stock accessories. Another issue was that the NFTs
did not contain metadata. Although the original developer had been transparent
about this prior to launch, it still resulted in a lot of fud and a depressed floor price on
the secondary markets.
Even though the mint was an exceptional success, the noise and the fud on discord
were unstoppable for months and resulted in the main developer deciding to leave
the project to the community. He passed over the credentials of the minting service
and all the art to the community. That brings us to our exciting new roadmap. Keep
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reading to learn more about what has been done already and what is planned for the
future.

Fixing the mistakes
For the future of the project, the new development team has been focused on fixing
the mistakes that were made by the previous developer. Here’s how we’re doing
that:
Stock Image NFT burning
Anyone holding a Hooligan NFT that contains a stock accessory can burn their
NFT in exchange for a special, low mint price of our second collection Stone Age
Hooligals

and they also receive a FREE additional Hooligal.

We will continue to reward the burning of these stock accessories even after the
Hooligal mint is over. Anyone burning stock accessories will be rewarded with
ADA that is being made through secondary-sales royalties.
Add missing Metadata
The original collection of

Stone Age Hooligans

was minted without baked metadata

but the policy is still open on the blockchain. That means that we can update the
metadata for all the NFTs in the collection. Holders don’t have to do anything and
metadata will appear right on their wallets

Roadmap
Now that the new Dev team has the keys, a new roadmap has been developed.
Holders have a voice and vote on all decisions that have been and will be taken.
Check the roadmap here.

Hooligans DAO
As previously mentioned, this is a 100% community owned project. All decisions will
be made by and for Holders. Using a wallet verification, Hooligan holders will have
access to private channels where we can discuss the future and direction of the
project.

Royalties
Stone Age Hooligans is an OG CNFT pre-Goguen era project. That means that there
were no Smart Contracts on Cardano at the time the project was released.
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The new dev team has worked hard to get the collections listed on recently created
marketplaces that support Smart Contracts and creator royalties. That includes the
creation of a CIP-0027 royalty token, for each collection, on the blockchain. This
token tells the marketplaces to apply a royalty of 6% to each sale and also the wallet
where the royalty is transferred – the Community Wallet.
This 6% royalty will be distributed as follows:
50% directly to the holders’ wallets. (See Staking section)
30% for development.
20% for marketing.

Staking
50% of the royalties made from secondary market sales will be distributed to holders
using a special staking procedure through an internal tool developed inside our
website. Holders must verify and connect their wallets to the website. Once there, a
simple UI will guide them through the different options for staking.
The staking website will be gamified and there will be different types of caves on a
visual map. These caves can be inhabited by Hoolie families or Hooligans groups.
The different options are:
Hooligan + Hooligal (A baby

Hoolibrat

will be airdropped)

Hooligan with Rainbow bandana (A baby

Hoolibrat

will be airdropped)

A group of 5 Hooligans

Depending on the summed rarity score of the family or group, you’ll be able to pick
certain Caves. The bigger the cave, the higher the royalty percentage you will
receive.

Cave (1x)
Big Cave (2x)
Luxury Cave (4x)
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The total amount of royalties will be shared each Cardano Epoch and the formula is
as follows:
(Total ADA / Total Caves) x Holder Caves

Example:
Royalties earned on the current Epoch: 100 ADA
Holder A: (3 Caves)
1 Cave (1x)
1 Big Cave (2x)
Holder B: (4 Caves)
1 Luxury Cave (4x)
Holder C: (3 Caves)
3 Cave (1x)

Total Caves: 10
Rewards by Cave: 10 ADA (Total ADA / Total Caves)

So the Holders will receive:
Holder A: 30 ADA
Holder B: 40 ADA
Holder C: 30 ADA

Future
In the near future, We will be releasing a special collection only for holders. Stone Age
Hoolibrats will be airdropped for family holders (Hooligan + Hooligal) or Hooligans
with Rainbow bandana.
In addition to that, holders will be whitelisted for the new season

Invaders

and will

receive a free NFT from this collection.
The rest is yet to be written. You, as a holder, will decide the path the community and
the project will follow.
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We are very excited about what’s to come!

LFG Hoolies!
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